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A low-frequency instability varying from 10 to 20 kHz has been discovered in the presence of a
current-free double layer !DL" in a low-pressure expanding helicon plasma. The instability is
observed using various electrostatic probes, such as Langmuir probes floating or biased to ion
saturation and emissive probes measuring the plasma potential. A retarding field energy analyzer
measuring the ion energy distribution function downstream of the double layer is used together with
the LP to simultaneously observe the DL and the instability, confirming their coexistence. The
frequency of the instability decreases with increasing neutral pressure, increases with increasing
magnetic field in the source and increases with increasing rf power. A theory for an upstream
ionization instability has been developed, in which electrons accelerated through the DL increase the
ionization upstream and are responsible for the observed instability. The theory is in good agreement
with the experimental results and shows that the frequency increases with the potential drop of the
double layer and with decreasing chamber radius. © 2006 American Institute of Physics.
#DOI: 10.1063/1.2398929$

I. INTRODUCTION

Double layers !DLs" are spatially isolated, rapid changes
of the potential in a plasma, and are important structures for
accelerating charged particles. They have been invoked in
many space and astrophysical plasmas, and are, for example,
commonly believed to cause the downward acceleration of
the electrons that collide with the upper atmosphere, creating
the visible aurora.1 Direct observations of localized parallel
electric fields in the boundary between the cold dense iono-
sphere and the hot tenuous magnetospheric plasma have
been reported2 and support the existence of a large electric
double layer at an altitude of about 6000 km above the vis-
ible aurora. Double layers are also thought to accelerate
charged particles in solar flares,3 and it has recently been
suggested that current-free double layers play a significant
role in accelerating ions in solar magnetic funnels.4

Direct measurements of localized electric fields by
spacecrafts and sounding rockets are a challenging task as
the spacecrafts have to be at the right place at the right time.
The success by the Viking and Freja satellites in measuring
“the aurora double layer” have shown that this is possible,
but the task becomes even more challenging when consider-
ing the solar corona environment and other astrophysical ob-
jects. In order to support the theories that double layers exists
and play an important role in space and astrophysical plasma
environments, “easy” methods to determine the existence of
DLs in laboratory plasmas are desirable. A possible method
might be provided by the knowledge of the instabilities ex-
isting in conjunction with the DL structures.

Recently, a current-free electric double layer !CFDL"
that spontaneously forms in expanding low-pressure plasmas
was discovered.5,6 The spontaneous formation of CFDLs was
subsequently confirmed in other experimental systems,7–9

and was successfully modeled using particle-in-cell
simulations.10 The main interest in this paper is to investigate
the related instabilities that exist in conjunction with this
current-free double layer.

A recently developed theory for the formation of a
CFDL incorporates four groups of charges particles: thermal
ions, monoenergetic accelerated ions flowing downstream,
accelerated electrons flowing upstream, and thermal
electrons.11,12 The accelerated electrons are formed down-
stream from a nearly half-Maxwellian electron distribution
accelerated through the DL potential drop and enhance the
ionization in the upstream high potential region. Measure-
ments of the ion energy distribution functions !IEDFs" using
a retarding field energy analyzer !RFEA" have shown the
existence of a supersonic ion beam downstream of the
DL.6,13 Preliminary experimental results have also shown
evidence supporting the presence of an electron beam with a
velocity that correlates well with the height of the double-
layer potential.6

Experiments show that double-layer structures, although
generally stable in time, present a high level of fluctuations
of different frequencies on both sides of the DL.3 At the
low-potential side there are two populations of ions that can
interact under certain condition and that give rise to a grow-
ing low-frequency ion-ion beam instability.14 This instability
is common in the aurora double-layer environment where
ions of different masses drifts at different velocities.15 The
ion-ion beam instability has been thoroughly investigated in
the laboratory and it has been shown, by controlling the ion
beam velocity vb, that the frequency of the instability is pro-
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portional to vb and occurs only for beam velocities smaller
than two times the ion acoustic velocity vb!2Cs.

16,17

At the high-potential side of the double layer, the accel-
erated beam of electrons can cause electron-ion or electron-
electron two-stream instabilities. If we keep to the low-
frequency instabilities, the most known examples are the
Buneman instability18 and the ion-acoustic instability. The
plasma is unstable to the Buneman instability if the electron
drift velocity exceeds the electron thermal velocity.19 An
electrostatic ion-cyclotron instability !EICI" can also occur in
the upstream region if the electrons are drifting along the
magnetic field lines.20 The frequency of the EICI depends
strongly on the magnetic field and is slightly above the ion
gyrofrequency. An ionization instability in the upstream re-
gion can also be excited as a consequence of the additional
upstream ionization caused by the accelerated electron
beam.21 The first measurements of low frequency instabili-
ties associated with a CFDL were presented in Ref. 22 and
interpreted as an upstream ionization instability.21,23,24 A
theory of the instability was developed based on Refs. 11 and
21. Both experiment and theory showed that the frequency of
the instability increases with the potential drop of the DL.

In this paper, we present experimental results showing
the behavior of the ionization instability as a function of
pressure, magnetic field, and rf power, and we give a com-
plete description of the ionization instability model. The ex-
perimental apparatus and diagnostics are described in Sec. II.
In Sec. III, the experimental results of the low-frequency
instability are discussed, showing the coexistence of the in-
stability and the CFDL. In Sec. IV, the theory of the up-
stream ionization instability is presented. The experimental
results and the theory are compared in Sec. V, and a conclu-
sion and discussion are given in Sec. VI.

II. EXPERIMENTAL APPARATUS

The experiments are performed in the helicon source
Chi-Kung, where CFDLs have been previously inves-
tigated,5,6 and a schematic of the system is shown in Fig. 1.
The plasma is created by a helicon-type antenna powered at
13.56 MHz, which is wrapped around a cylindrical insulat-
ing source chamber. The source is connected to a larger di-
ameter grounded diffusion chamber, and the plasma expands

geometrically as well as due to a diverging magnetic field
generated by two solenoids placed around the source. In the
present study !unless stated otherwise", the magnetic field is
about 130 G in the source decreasing to about 10 G in the
diffusion chamber !which correspond to 6 A in each sole-
noid", the rf power is 250 W and the pressure is 0.3 mTorr.

The CFDL forms spontaneously in the source a short
distance from the junction with the diffusion chamber for
pressures between 0.2 and 2 mTorr in argon. The upper and
lower pressure limits for double-layer formation are dis-
cussed thoroughly in Ref. 11. The lower pressure limit is
attributed to the ionization rate of accelerated electrons up-
stream being not sufficient enough to balance the particle
loss in the upstream region. The high-pressure limit is
reached when the energy relaxation length for ionizing elec-
trons becomes important compared to the system length. It
has also been shown previously that a minimum magnetic
field of about 120 G is required in the upstream region for
the DL to exist in Chi-Kung.25

A Langmuir probe !LP" is used to measure the fluctua-
tions of the floating potential Vf !probe floating into 1 M"",
the ion saturation current Vi,sat !probe biased at !56 V", and
the electron saturation current Ve,sat !probe biased at +56 V".
The probe tip is made of a 3 mm diameter nickel disk, and
the probe shaft has a coaxial shielding that terminates 2 cm
from the probe tip. An emissive probe !EP" is used to mea-
sure the fluctuations directly on the plasma potential Vp. The
EP is made of a 0.125 mm thick and 5 mm long tungsten
filament that is heated by 2.4 A. Vp is measured directly by
floating the probe into 1 M".26 An RFEA measuring the
IEDF downstream6 is used together with the LP to simulta-
neously observe the presence of the DL !i.e., the presence of
a downstream ion beam" and the instability. Additionally the
RFEA is used to measure the fluctuations on the beam ion
current Ibeam, directly acquiring the frequency spectrum at
chosen, constant discriminator voltages !details are given
below".

Data acquisition and fast Fourier transform of the time
signal are performed with a National Instruments high-speed
digitizer !sampling rate of 100 MHz" controlled via a
LABVIEW diagnostic system. The frequency spectrum is mea-
sured over a broad frequency range from 1 kHz to 30 MHz.
We emphasize here the fluctuations observed at 5–20 kHz,
which are present only when the CFDL exists. A typical
spectrum from 0 to 30 kHz is plotted on Fig. 2, and shows
a pronounced peak at %11 kHz. This frequency also ap-
pears as sidebands on the rf driving frequency,
13.56 MHz± !5–20" kHz, as shown on the inset in Fig. 2.
This coupling between the rf pump wave and the low-
frequency instability is presently being investigated in more
detail.

III. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

The instability frequency FI and amplitude AI have been
measured as a function of pressure, magnetic field, rf power,
and radial and axial position. The instability is consistently
measured on all plasma parameters !Vf, Ii,sat, Ie,sat, Vp, Ibeam",

FIG. 1. Schematic of “Chi-Kung,” a horizontal helicon system. The position
of the LP and the RFEA are indicated on the figure.
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but for clarity only the measurements of Vf and Ibeam are
presented in this paper.

Figure 3 shows the measured frequency of the instability
FI and potential drop of the double layer Vs as a function of
pressure, which shows a linear dependency between FI and
Vs.

22 The corresponding instability amplitude is plotted on
the inset in Fig. 3 and has a maximum at 0.3–0.4 mTorr. The
same variation of frequency with pressure has been measured
on- and off-axis, upstream and downstream of the DL, with
the LP floating or biased to ion saturation, and with the emis-
sive probe. An initial parametric study shows that the insta-
bility amplitude is maximum in the upstream region on the z
axis. The floating LP is therefore placed on-axis about 5 cm
upstream !r=0 cm, z=20 cm" to ensure the best signal-to-
noise ratio, while the RFEA is about 12 cm downstream of
the DL !r=0 cm, z=37 cm" where a thorough study of the

DL was obtained previously; the positions of the LP and the
RFEA are indicated on Fig. 1.

Simultaneous measurements with the LP and the RFEA
confirm that the ion beam and the instability disappear at the
same lower pressure threshold of 0.2 mTorr. The noise in the
low-frequency spectrum increases and the instability ampli-
tude decreases at pressures between 0.6 and 1 mTorr, and the
frequency could therefore not be measured accurately. How-
ever, we observed that the frequency seems to saturate at
about 5 kHz before it disappears at 2 mTorr. The data points
are not plotted at these pressures, as the amplitudes are small
and almost “disappear” in the noise.

Figure 4 shows the plasma density as a function of pres-
sure at the upstream and downstream position corresponding
to the LP and the RFEA positions in Fig. 3 and indicated on
Fig. 1. The plasma density upstream of the DL increases
slowly as a function of increasing pressure in the range be-
tween 0.2 and 1 mTorr. Hence, the instability amplitude
shown on the inset in Fig. 3 does not directly follow the
plasma density evolution as a function of pressure. However,
the axial and radial variation in AI roughly follow the axial
and radial variation in the density when no other parameters
are changed. It is evident from these density measurements
that there is a mode change at 0.2 mTorr !at the lower pres-
sure threshold for which the DL exists". Below 0.2 mTorr,
the density drops significantly and the density in the down-
stream region exceeds the source density.

Figure 5 shows FI and Vs as a function of current in the
two source solenoids !i.e., a function of the magnetic field" at
a pressure of 0.3 mTorr and with 250 W rf power. The same
current is used in both coils and 6 A correspond to a maxi-
mum magnetic field in the source of 130 G, while 3 A gives
a magnetic field of 75 G in the source. The downstream
magnetic field is roughly 10 G in all cases. The frequency of
the instability and the DL potential drop seem to again fol-
low each other, although not as evident as in Fig. 3. Both the
double layer and the instability disappears at a magnetic field
close to 120 G !4.5 A". For a coil current of 4 A, a tail of
ions at an energy of 7 V is measured on the IEDF, suggesting

FIG. 2. Typical low-frequency spectrum on the LP when the double layer is
present. The pressure is 0.3 mTorr, rf power 250 W, the magnetic field is
about 130 G in the source and the probe is on-axis about 5 cm upstream of
the DL. The inset shows the corresponding sidebands on the rf driving
frequency.

FIG. 3. Frequency of instability !diamonds" and potential drop of the double
layer !triangles" as a function of pressure. The instability is measured on the
floating LP about 5 cm upstream of the DL, while the potential drop is
measured by the RFEA 12 cm downstream of the DL. Inset is the normal-
ized amplitude of the instability !data points, and fitted line". Same experi-
mental conditions as for Fig. 2.

FIG. 4. Plasma density as a function of pressure. Circles and squares are
measured 5 cm upstream and 12 cm downstream of the DL, respectively,
which correspond to the position of the LP and the RFEA in Fig. 3. Same
experimental conditions as given in Fig. 2.
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a higher potential in the source but probably no double
layer.25

Figure 6 shows FI and Vs as a function of rf power. In
this case FI increases while Vs decreases slowly with increas-
ing rf power. The instability is observed at an rf power of
100 W where the ion beam is not detected at the present
RFEA position. The instability could not be detected for rf
powers above 900 W due to increased noise in the spectrum.
The above results will be discussed in Sec. V.

In addition to confirming the coexistence of the DL and
the instability, the RFEA is used to study the instability di-
rectly on the beam ions. The RFEA characteristic is found by
measuring the collector current Ic as a function of the dis-
criminator voltage Vd, where

Ic!Vd" & '
Vd0

#

v(f!Vd"dVd, !1"

where f is the ion energy distribution function !IEDF" and v(

is the ion velocity parallel to the axis of the analyzer.6 Hence,

the IEDF is proportional to the derivative of the collector
current. Figure 7 shows the normalized IEDF, i.e., dIc /dVd,
at a pressure of 0.3 mTorr !data points and fitted solid
curve". The IEDF consist of a background cold ion popula-
tion with an energy corresponding to the plasma potential of
26 V and an ion beam at an energy peak of 53 V. The ion
beam density is about 10% of the background ions, found by
integrating the IEDF from 47 to 60 V. The frequency spec-
trum is measured on the collector current Ic for successive
values of discriminator voltages Vd and the corresponding
amplitude of the instability AI is shown by diamonds on Fig.
7, the dashed-dotted line being a guide for the eye. Note that
the frequency of the instability remains constant at about
15 kHz. Interestingly, AI decreases by only 50% when Vd is
increased from 0 to 47 V, and then remains fairly constant
until no ions can enter the RFEA at 60 V. As discussed
above, at a voltage of 47 V, only 10% of the ions can reach
the collector. Rotating the RFEA perpendicular to the ion
beam allows one to measure the population of cold back-
ground ions only as the directed beam ions cannot enter.6

This was found to represent 90% of the ions at a discrimina-
tor voltage of 0 V; however, in this case AI drops by as much
as 70% compared to the equivalent measurement when the
RFEA is facing the DL. Hence, the ion beam downstream is
strongly influenced by the instability, and we therefore sus-
pect that the instability is “born” upstream and carried by the
accelerated ions downstream.

It has been shown previously that a good proportion of
the potential drop of the double layer is transformed into the
ion beam formation, and at a potential drop of 25 V
!0.2 mTorr" the beam velocity is 2.1Cs.

6 This beam velocity
exceeds the threshold for the ion-ion beam instability and
can therefore not be a plausible candidate explaining our
observations.

IV. THEORY OF IONIZATION INSTABILITY

Johnson et al.21 observed low-frequency instabilities in
their double plasma device when current-driven DLs were
present, and suggested that electrons energized by the DL

FIG. 5. Frequency of instability !diamonds" and potential drop of the double
layer !triangles" as a function of current in both solenoids. The LP and
RFEA are at the same positions as for Fig. 3, the rf power is 250 W and the
pressure is 0.3 mTorr.

FIG. 6. Frequency of instability !diamonds" and potential drop of the double
layer !triangles" as a function of rf power. The LP and RFEA are at the same
positions as for Fig. 3, the pressure is 0.3 mTorr and the solenoid current is
6 A.

FIG. 7. Normalized ion energy distribution function !data points and solid
line", and the normalized amplitude of the 15 kHz instability measured on
the raw RFEA data for successive discriminator voltages !diamonds and
dashed-dotted line". The pressure is 0.3 mTorr and the rf power 250 W.
!Reprinted with permission from Ref. 22 with copyright 2006 by the
American Physical Society".
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potential drop may excite an ionization instability in the up-
stream region. As the ionization collision cross section is a
rapidly increasing function of the electron energy !close to
the ionization threshold", the beam electrons will add to the
ionization in the upstream region. The underlying assump-
tion for this instability to grow is the existence of an electro-
static perturbation in the upstream plasma potential; the ion-
ization rate will then be higher at the wave crest, increasing
the amplitude of the potential. In the one-dimensional fluid
model of Johnson et al., a monoenergetic beam of electrons
with energy slightly higher than the ionization energy was
assumed to account for all the ionization in the upstream
region, and the ionization by the Maxwellian population of
background electrons was neglected. This model was later
modified to account for the contribution from the cold elec-
tron population in addition to assuming a nonquasineutral
perturbation.23 The model has also been adapted to dusty
plasmas, where negatively charged dust grains have been
taken into account.24

The theoretical analysis presented here includes an ac-
celerated non-Maxwellian group of electrons upstream, due
to the flow of downstream Maxwellian electrons, created by
electron-neutral ionization, across the double layer. A two-
dimensional low-pressure diffusion analysis is used. A brief
description of the theory was given in Ref. 22. Here we
include more details and a discussion of our model.

The plasma equilibrium, with uniform particle densities
in the bulk that drop relatively sharply at the plasma-sheath
edge, is found in the upstream region by balancing the cre-
ation and loss of ions there, yielding

ndngKiz + ncngKizc ! $Lni=0, !2"

where nd is the thermal electron density, ng is the neutral gas
density, Kiz!Te" is the thermal electron–neutral ionization rate
coefficient, nc is the accelerated !beam" electron density,
Kizc!Vs ,Te" is the accelerated electron-neutral ionization rate
coefficient

$L = )2hl

l
+

2hR

R
*uB !3"

is the upstream particle loss frequency, ni=nd+nc is the ion
density, Te is the common thermal electron temperature in
the upstream and downstream regions, and uB= !eTe /M"1/2 is
the Bohm velocity, with M the ion mass. In !3", we assume
no reduction in the radial losses due to the upstream mag-
netic field,

hl =
0.86

!3 + l/2%i"1/2 and hr =
0.8

!4 + R/%i"1/2 !4"

are the axial and radial edge-to-center density ratios deter-
mined from low-pressure diffusion theory,11,27 with l and R
the length and radius of the upstream region, respectively,
and %i the !constant" ion-neutral mean free path. The ioniza-
tion rate coefficient Kizc for the upstream accelerated elec-
trons was calculated in11 and depends on both Vs and Te. The
second term in !2" corresponds to the energy-dependent
electron-neutral ionization cross section used in Refs. 21 and
23, but accounts for the non-Maxwellian distribution of the

electron beam, rather than assuming a monoenergetic beam.
We assume a uniform density for the electron beam every-
where in the upstream region, and the effect of this assump-
tion will be investigated in further work.

Assuming that the perturbed quantities varies as
exp!j&t! jkz", the perturbed ion balance/continuity relation
is

j&ñi + ni # · ṽi = ñdngKiz + ñcngKizc + ncngKizc! '̃ ! $Lñi,

!5"

where the tilde denotes the perturbed quantities. We have set
K̃izc+Kizc! '̃ by a first-order approximation, where the deriva-
tive of the accelerated electron ionization rate coefficient
with respect to the double-layer potential drop Vs is Kizc!
=$Kizc /$Vs, and '̃ is the perturbed potential in the plasma.
Kizc! is calculated in Appendix A, and the results for Kizc!
versus Vs are plotted in Fig. 8 for various values of Te.

To solve for the wave dispersion, the perturbed quanti-
ties !ṽi, ñd, ñc, and ñi" are found as a function of '̃, which
allows us to express !5" solely by the perturbed potential.
The perturbed ion velocity ṽi is found from the first-order ion
momentum relation

j&Mṽi = ! e # '̃ ! M$miṽi, !6"

yielding

ṽi = !
e

M

1
j& + $mi

# '̃ , !7"

where $mi=ui /%i is the ion-neutral momentum transfer fre-
quency, with ui the mean ion speed. For R! l in the low-
pressure regime Ti /Te!%i /R!1, ui can be well approxi-
mated as ui&uBhR, such that

$mi & hRuB/%i, !8"

as discussed in Appendix B.

FIG. 8. Derivative of the upstream beam ionization rate coefficient with
respect to the double-layer potential drop Kizc! =$Kizc /$Vs as a function of Vs
at various values of Te. !Reprinted with permission from Ref. 22 with copy-
right 2006 by the American Physical Society".
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The linear relation between the thermal electron per-
turbed density and the perturbed potential is found from the
Boltzmann relation

ñd = nd!e'̃/Te ! 1" + nd
'̃

Te
, !9"

where the latter equality follows because '̃!Te. Since the
upstream accelerated electrons have a non-Maxwellian
!beam-like" axial velocity distribution given by !A1", we can
use the Vlasov equation

j& f̃ c ! jkzvz f̃ c ! jkz
e

m

$ fc

$vz
'̃ = 0, !10"

to determine the corresponding relation between ñc and '̃.
Solving for the perturbed distribution function f̃ c yields

f̃ c =
e

m

kz

& ! kzvz

$ fc

$vz
'̃ . !11"

Integrating f̃ c over velocity space determines the perturbed
density

ñc = !
e

m
'̃'

vs

# 1

vz ! &/kz

$ fc

$vz
dvz

= !
e

m
'̃,'

vs

# fc

!vz ! &/kz"2dvz !
fc!vs"

vs ! &/kz
- , !12"

with vs= !2eVs /m"1/2. Although !12" could be evaluated nu-
merically, we use the conditions & /kz!vs and Te!Vs,
which are well -satisfied for the instability regime, to evalu-
ate the integral, yielding

ñc = ! nc
'̃

2Vs
. !13"

This is equivalent to assuming that the accelerated electron
flux is conserved:

(c = !nc + ñc"!Vs + '̃"1/2 = const, !14"

which yields !13" from the linear terms. Note that the signs
in !9" and !13" are different, expressing the fact that thermal
electrons gather into regions of higher potential, whereas the
beam electron density decreases when the velocity increases,
as the beam enters a region of higher potential.

We assume a quasineutral perturbation ñi= ñd+ ñc, where
ñd and ñc are given by !9" and !13", respectively, yielding

ñi = )nd

Te
!

nc

2Vs
*'̃ . !15"

Nonquasineutral perturbations were examined in Refs. 23
and yield corrections of order %D

2 /R2!1, where %D is the
Debye length.

Finally, substituting all the perturbed quantities into !5"
gives the perturbed potential

j&)nd

Te
!

nc

2Vs
*'̃ ! ni) e

M

1
j& + $mi

*#2'̃

=nd$iz
'̃

Te
! nc$izc

'̃

2Vs
+ nc)$izc

'̃

Te
! $L)nd

Te
!

nc

2Vs
*'̃ ,

!16"

where $iz=ngKiz, $izc=ngKizc, and )$izc=ngKizc! Te. The ther-
mal electron ionization frequency $iz was determined in Ref.
11 to be consistent with the “downstream” particle loss rate

$iz = )hl1

l1
+

2hR1

R1
*uB, !17"

with hl1
=0.86/ !3+ l1 /%i"1/2 and hR1

=0.8/ !4+R1 /%i"1/2 the
downstream axial and radial edge-to-center density ratios,
and l1 and R1 the downstream length and radius, respectively.

Introducing the upstream accelerated electron fraction *,
such that nc=*ni and nd= !1!*"ni, and introducing the
ratio +=Te /2Vs, then !16" can be written in the form of a
Helmholtz equation

#2'̃ + k2'̃ = 0, !18"

with the wavenumber k given by

k2uB
2 = !j& + $mi"#!1 + +"!1 ! *"!$iz ! $L" + *)$izc

! j&!1 ! * ! +*"$ , !19"

where $izc is eliminated using !2". Equation !19" is a qua-
dratic equation for & of the form

A&2 + jB& ! C = 0, !20"

with the coefficients

A = 1 ! * ! +* , !21"

B = *)$izc ! $mi!1 ! * ! +*" ! !1 ! *"!1 + +"!$L ! $iz" ,

!22"

C = k2uB
2 + $mi!1 ! *"!1 + +"!$L ! $iz" ! $mi*)$izc. !23"

Solving !20" yields the wave frequency for any given
!real" wavenumber k. For 4AC!B2,0, the solution for &
has real and imaginary parts given by

Re & =
!4AC ! B2"1/2

2A
and Im & = !

B

2A
. !24"

The wave is unstable for Im &!0; i.e., B,0. For 4AC
!B2!0, the wave has Re &=0 and is unstable for B,0.

The above derivation applies when there is an acceler-
ated group of electrons !accelerated by Vs" that can add to the
ionization. In the case when Vs=0, there is no double layer in
the plasma and no electron beam !nc=0". In this case the
upstream plasma equilibrium is

ningKiz ! $Lni = 0, !25"

yielding $iz=$L. The perturbed ion continuity equation is
then
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j&ñi + ni # · ṽi = ñingKiz ! $Lñi. !26"

Solving for this set of equations in a similar manner as above
gives A=1, B=!$mi, and C=k2uB

2 , which is equivalent to
!21"–!23" when *=0 and +=0. This solution represents a
damped ion acoustic mode in the upstream region with
Re &= 1

2 !4k2uB
2 !$mi

2 "1/2 and Im &=$mi/2,0.
The dispersion relation Re &!k" in !24" is calculated for

different experimental conditions using the coefficients A, B,
and C. Note that we use F=Re & /2- in the following cal-
culations. To compare the theory with the measurements,
we use the experimental values l=31 cm, R=6.85 cm,
l1=29.4 cm, and R1=15.9 cm, which gives hl=0.43,
hR=0.38, hl1

=0.39, and hR1
=0.36. The variables in !21"–!23"

are functions of the neutral pressure PAr, the double-layer
potential drop Vs, and the electron temperature Te. In order to
calculate the dispersion relation “solely” as a function of
pressure, a set of Vs and Te is found for each pressure; Vs is
obtained experimentally using Fig. 3, and Te is calculated
theoretically using !17". We find numerically the values of
Kizc! !Fig. 8" for the corresponding sets of !Vs ,Te". Table I
shows the potential drop, temperature and differential rate
coefficient !Kizc! " for five different pressures; cases b, c, and
d are DL conditions using *=0.27 and +=Te /2Vs, and cases
a and e are non-DL conditions where *=0 and +=0. The
dispersion relations for these five pressure sets are shown on
Fig. 9. No propagating mode exists for very low-k numbers,
as found also in Ref. 21; however, in our situation there is no
upper limit, as the viscosity term used in Ref. 21 is consid-
ered negligible here. From an experimental point of view, the
physical dimensions of the experiment will introduce some
minimum/maximum allowed wavenumbers, as is discussed
in more detail below. Im & given by !24" is independent of k
and is negative for the DL conditions, allowing the instability
to grow.

The ratio * of beam electron to plasma density was
found in Ref. 11 and is a weak function of both Vs and Te.
For simplicity, we used an average density ratio *=0.27 in
the above calculation. To investigate the influence of *, the
imaginary part of the dispersion relation !24" is calculated as
a function of * for the three DL pressure conditions given by
cases b–d in Table I. As shown in Fig. 10 there is a thresh-
old density ratio for which the instability changes from a
damped to an unstable mode, which is *=0.25, 0.14, and
0.22 for 0.2, 0.5, and 1.0 mTorr, respectively. Hence, al-
though the accelerated electron beam always adds to the ion-

ization, the model predicts that the amplification or growth
of the initial fluctuation requires a minimum electron beam
density.

Figure 11 shows the calculated dispersion relation for
0.2 mTorr !case b in Table I" where * varies from 0.17, 0.21,
0.27, to 0.37, and all other parameters are kept constant. The
solid lines are unstable solutions with Im &!0 and the
dashed lines are stable solutions with Im &,0. The fre-
quency does not change much with * above k=20 m!1. Us-
ing the average value of *=0.27 in the following calcula-
tions will therefore not alter the calculated frequency
significantly, as long as k,20 m!1.

TABLE I. Corresponding values used for the five pressure cases plotted on
Figs. 9–11. Vs is found experimentally using Fig. 3, Te is calculated using
!17", and Kizc! is found numerically using Fig. 8.

Case PAr !mTorr" Vs !V" Te !eV" Kizc! !m3/V s" Observations

a 0.1 0 11.8 18.9.10!15 No DL

b 0.2 23.0 6.1 3.22.10!15 DL case

c 0.5 14.2 4.5 3.89.10!15 DL case

d 1.0 8.5 3.7 1.58.10!15 DL case

e 3.0 0 2.9 0.38.10!15 No DL

FIG. 9. The dispersion relation F!k" given by Eq. !24", where
F=Re & /2-, is plotted for five pressures: 0.1, 0.2, 0.5, 1.0, and 3.0 mTorr
with indexes a, b, c, d, and e, respectively. The corresponding set of
!Vs ,Te ,Kizc! " are detailed in Table I. The solid lines correspond to DL con-
ditions where the growth rate Im &!0, and the dashed lines are non-DL
conditions where Im &,0. The vertical dotted lines indicate k=26 m!1 and
k=37 m!1.

FIG. 10. Growth rate Im & as a function of the density ratio * between the
beam electrons and the background plasma density for the DL cases b, c,
and d shown on Fig. 9 and with details given in Table I. The vertical dotted
line indicates *=0.27.
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V. COMPARING EXPERIMENTS AND THEORY

A. Instability frequency versus pressure

To fully compare the theory with the experimental re-
sults presented in Sec. III, the frequency of the instability is
calculated as a function of pressure keeping the wavenumber
k constant. The calculation is performed using the above
method, finding a set of !Vs ,Te ,Kizc! " for a range of pressures
between 0.2 and 1 mTorr. Figure 12 shows the calculated
!solid line" and measured !diamonds" frequency as a function
of pressure for k=26 m!1. There is good agreement between
the calculated and measured frequency. The calculated fre-
quency increases slightly in the pressure range where the
low-frequency noise in the spectrum was too high for the
instability to be detected experimentally !0.6–2 mTorr". The
growth rate, here represented by the coefficient B in !24" and
shown by the dotted line, is positive, although very small in
this pressure regime.

We have used a wavenumber k=26 m!1 in the calcula-
tion as this fits very well to the experimental results. How-
ever, k can be estimated theoretically in !18" by centering a
cylindrical coordinate system on-axis at the midplane of the
upstream region, which gives '̃= '̃0 cos kzz J0!krr" with
kz

2+kr
2=k2. Making a plausible assumption for the boundary

conditions that '̃=0 at z= ± l /2 and '̃=0 at r=R, we obtain
kz and kr for the normal mode with the smallest eigenvalue k2

given by kz=- / l and kr=/01/R, with /01&2.405 the first
zero of the zero-order Bessel function J0. From this we
obtain k=37 m!1. The narrow spectra presented in Fig. 2
suggest that there is a standing wave component that needs
a reflection mechanism, in agreement with the above as-
sumption.

The wavenumber is determined mainly by the radial
variation of the perturbed potential and density given by kr.
In order to justify a somewhat reduced wavenumber kr, '̃,

and ñ might not fall to zero at the chamber radius, but at
some larger effective radius. Using r=10 cm rather than
6.8 cm gives k=26 m!1, as used in Fig. 12.

B. Magnetic field and power dependence

In the above calculation, we found a set of Vs, Te, and
Kizc! , corresponding to a certain pressure, which allowed us to
calculate the frequency “solely” as a function of pressure.
We now want to calculate the frequency as a function of
magnetic field in the same manner to compare with the ex-
perimental result shown on Fig. 5. In this case, the pressure
is constant at 0.3 mTorr, and since the temperature is mainly
a function of pressure, we assume Te to be constant, equal to
4 eV. For p=0.3 mTorr and Te=4 eV, we find $mi=1.1
.104 s!1, $L=4.1.104 s!1, and $iz=1.7.104 s!1, indepen-
dent of the magnetic field. With the small variation in Vs
from 15 to 18 V !Fig. 5", it is well justified that Kizc! &3.5
.10!15 m3/V s for 4-eV electrons !Fig. 8", which gives
)$izc=1.4.105 s!1. Hence, the only parameter that changes
as a function of magnetic field in Eq. !24" is the wavenumber
k. A constant k=25 m!1 gives a frequency of 14 kHz, in
agreement with the measurement at 6 A, but fails to explain
the decrease in the frequency as a function of decreasing
magnetic field. Our model does not directly take into account
the influence of the magnetic field; however, when the mag-
netic field is reduced, the radial boundary condition may
change. We already showed in the previous 0.2 mTorr calcu-
lation that k=26 m!1 !effective radius of 10 cm" fits better
to the experimental results than the theoretical boundary
condition k=37 m!1 !r=6.85 cm". At 0.3 mTorr, the fre-
quency evolution in Fig. 5 measured experimentally, where
FI&14 kHz at 6 A and 11 kHz at 4.5 A, is in agreement
with the model if we assume that k goes from 25 to 20 m!1

!an increase in effective radius" when the solenoid current
decreases from 6 to 4.5 A !i.e., the maximum field decreases
from 135 to 100 G".

A similar wavenumber effect is evident in the results of
frequency as a function of rf power !Fig. 6". In this case, the
density is proportional to the power absorbed, however, the

FIG. 12. Calculated !solid line" and measured !diamonds" frequency of the
instability as a function of pressure. The diamonds are replotted from Fig. 3.
The calculation is performed with k=26 m!1 and *=0.27. The dotted line is
the “normalized” B coefficient #B!2.5.10!4"$ showing an unstable mode.

FIG. 11. Dispersion relation for 0.2 mTorr !index b" where indexes 1, 2, 3,
and 4 are calculated using *=0.17, 0.21, 0.27, and 0.37, respectively, with
all other parameters constant. The solid lines are unstable modes and the
dashed lines are damped modes. The vertical dotted lines indicate
k=26 m!1 and k=37 m!1, as for Fig. 9.
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DL theory itself11 is independent of absolute density; it de-
termines only density ratios. Thus, according to the theory, *
and Kizc! should not change much with power. Hence, all the
parameters except for Vs and k can also in this case be con-
sidered constant as a function of power. If k is constant, Eq.
!24" predicts an almost constant frequency as a function of
power, which is in contradiction with the measurements
shown on Fig. 6. However, the sheath widths and capacitive
coupling across the sheath to the radial wall might vary with
power !i.e., density", so when the power increases the effec-
tive radius decreases and it is likely that k increases. In the
pressure range around 0.3 mTorr the frequency is approxi-
mately proportional to k, as seen in Fig. 9, and is in good
agreement with the measured results shown on Fig. 6.

VI. CONCLUSION AND DISCUSSION

In summary, we have investigated experimentally a low-
frequency instability occurring in low-pressure plasmas cre-
ated in an insulated, helicon-driven source chamber con-
nected to a larger diameter, grounded diffusion chamber. The
instability exists only when a current-free double layer exists
at the junction of the two chambers. The instability is ob-
served for beam velocities exceeding the threshold for the
ion-ion beam instability. The experimental results are in
good agreement with a theory of an ionization instability that
we have developed, in which an electron beam accelerated
by the potential drop of the DL adds to the ionization in the
upstream source region. The frequency of the instability in-
creases as a function of increasing double-layer potential
drop and with increasing wavenumber.

The low-frequency instability has also been observed as
sidebands on the helicon source driving frequency
13.56 MHz ±!5–20" kHz. There are also some instabilities
observed in the 120 and 250 kHz range localized in the dif-
fusion chamber at the edge of the ion beam and which also
seem to exist in conjunction with the double layer. The GHz
range has not yet been investigated in this experimental sys-
tem. The ionization instability has also been observed in
xenon plasma when the DL is present, and the results are in
agreement with Ref. 21. The xenon instability has a fre-
quency slightly lower than in the argon case and is 8 kHz at
0.26 mTorr. The xenon DL exists for lower pressures than in
argon and the frequency decreases from 10 to 7 kHz when
the pressure increases from 0.17 to 0.44 mTorr.

The ionization instability is shown to exist in conjunc-
tion with electron beams that are energetic enough to add to
the ionization in the wave crest of an initial potential oscil-
lation. Observation of this instability can be used both in
laboratory and space environments to indicate the existence
of a double layer and its strength.
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APPENDIX A: DERIVATIVE OF IONIZATION RATE
COEFFICIENT Kizc! FOR ACCELERATED ELECTRONS

To determine Kizc! , we modify the procedure to determine
the upstream ionization rate coefficient Kizc for accelerated
electrons given in Ref. 11, in which Kizc was found by inte-
grating 0izvfc over spherical coordinates in velocity space.
Here, 0iz is the measured argon ionization cross section, v is
the electron speed, and

fc =
nc

erfc!1s"
) m

2-eTe
*3/2

e!mv2/2eTe;

!A1"
.vz. , vs = 0, otherwise,

is the velocity distribution, with erfc the complementary er-
ror function, and 1s= !Vs /Te"1/2. In Ref. 11 the ionization rate
coefficient was found to be

Kizc = )8eTe

-m
*1/2 1

Te
2 erfc!1s"

I!Vs,Te" , !A2"

where

I = '
Vs

#

dEE,1 ! )Vs

E *1/2-0iz!E"e!E/Te. !A3"

Differentiating !A2" with respect to Vs, we obtain the deriva-
tive

Kizc! =
$Kizc

$Vs
= Kizc, 1

!-TeVs"1/2 erfc!1s"
e!Vs/Te !

1
2

J
I - ,

!A4"

with

J = '
Vs

#

dE) E
Vs
*1/2

0iz!E"e!E/Te. !A5"

The numerical results for Kizc! versus Vs are plotted in Fig. 8
for various values of Te.

APPENDIX B: ION-NEUTRAL MOMENTUM TRANSFER
FREQUENCY

The ion-neutral momentum transfer frequency can be
written as

$mi = ng0miui, !B1"

with ui the mean ion speed. For R! l in the pressure regime,
Ti /Te!%i /R!1, the speed is the radial ion drift velocity

ui = 2iE , !B2"

where 2i is ion mobility and E is the radial ambipolar elec-
tric field. An estimate for the low-pressure mobility is 27

2i = !2e%i/-ME"1/2, !B3"

with %i=1/ng0mi the !constant" ion-neutral mean free path.
The electric field is estimated as

E = ! Te)1
n

dn

dr
* &

Te

R
. !B4"

Substituting !B3" and !B4" into !B2" yields
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ui & 0.8uB!%i/R"1/2. !B5"

An extension of !B5" to the collisionless !Langmuir" pres-
sure regime %i"R is obtained using the edge-to-center den-
sity ratio hR, through the substitution in !B5" that

0.8!%i/R"1/2 ! # hR, !B6"

with hR given in !4". Using !B6" to evaluate !B1" then yields

$mi & hRuB/%i. !B7"
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